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size papers. Do not forget to number your pages chronologically. Use only 
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Send answer scripts to the following email id: 
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Please answer any 10 questions:                                                                        (1x10=10) 

 

1. Who is Celie writing her letters to in the novel The Color Purple?  

2. Which novel won Walker two major literary awards but sparked controversy for its 

unflattering representations of black men? 

3. What is Shug Avery’s profession in the novel The Color Purple? 

4. In the short story Bliss by Katherine Mansfield, what does Bertha discover about 

Pearl at the end of the story? 

5. To which collection of poems does the poem ‘Advice to Women’ belong? 

6. A Vindication of the Rights of Women was a response to whose writings mainly?  

7. Which country’s constitution was Wollstonecraft unhappy with? 

8. According to Wollstonecraft, virtue must result from what? 

9. In Emily Dickinson’s poem ‘I Cannot Live with You’, she says that her beloved’s 

face would ‘put out’ the face of whom? 

10. From which collection of Elizabeth Barrett Browning is the poem ‘How do I love 

Thee’ taken? 

11. “...by sun and candle-light.” What does Elizabeth Barrett Browning refer to in this 

phrase? 

12. Which Shakespearean character does Senanayak imagine himself as?  

13. Why did Dopdi and her associates occupy upper caste wells?  

14. What is the significance of the figure of Parameswar in Rashsundari Devi’s Amar 

Jibon? 

15. What is the significance of Rashsundari converting the kitchen into a space of 

learning? 

 

      **  Kindly preserve the hard copies of the answer scripts. May be needed in future. 
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